History: Create a time line of

Literacy: Is there any War poetry

WWII. Be creative, can it be a 3D

on WWII? Could you find one that

time line think outside the box!

2 leaf pts
Literacy: Write up your instructions
for either baking the carrot cookies
or making an Anderson shelter.

2 leaf pts
Music: Are there songs that were
famous in WWII? Can you see whether
there is one you like? Why do you like
it: are WWII songs the same as our
songs today. Share with the class.

2 leaf pts

ICT: Do you have a family member
who fought in the war. Why not share

with a PowerPoint?

2 leaf pts

French: We are learning about
Computer Activities – get ahead of
the class and look it up. Linguascope->
Beginner->Les Loisirs->Sur l'ordinateur. web
link:https://www.linguascope.com/secure/s
tudents/beginner/topic.php?language=fren
ch&topic=computer
2 leaf pts

World War II 1939 1945
Why not go above and beyond
your classroom learning,
immerse yourself in some fun
activities and show off your
ability and ambition. By
completing some of these
homelearning tasks you can
have fun and earn leaf points
as you go! You decide!
Geography: Create a world map and

you like and read it to the class!

2 leaf pts
Maths: Take on your family and friends
in Multiplication War –see reverse of
page for instructions. Whose the
winner? A photo please!!

2 leaf pts

Art: Are you an artist poppies are

synonymous with WWII. Why not show
us your artistic talents by either
sketching or painting poppies!

2 leaf pts

identify the countries that were
involved in WWII.

2 leaf pts

Chemistry: Choose an object from

around your house draw it – identify
the materials and say why they have
used them. eg a frying pan!

2 leaf pts

DT: Why not try and bake some good
old carrot cookies, using a WWII
recipe. Take some photos.

2 leaf pts

or
DT: Why not try to make an Anderson
Shelter – great instructions and ideas
online!

Maturity – Resilience - Independence

2 leaf pts

Multiplication War
Play multiplication war, a fun card game, with your child and before long those annoying
multiplication facts will be part of her mathematical skill set. Besides strengthening multiplication
skills, multiplication war also provides practice in comparing numbers.
What You Need:
•Deck of cards
•A kitchen timer
What You Do:
1. Shuffle the deck of cards and deal them face down, giving each player an equal number of cards
until the deck runs out. Each player keeps his cards in a stack. Assign picture cards, such as jacks,
queens, and kings, a value of 10. Give aces a value of either 11 or 1.
2. Demonstrate to your child how to play the game: Each player turns two cards face up, reads the
number sentence and supplies the answer. For example, if your child draws a 5 and a 4, he says 5
x 4 = 20. If you draw a 7 and an 8, then your number sentence is 7 x 8 = 56. Because your product
is larger, you win the four cards and you put them at the bottom of your pile.
3. If each of you has a number sentence with the same product, then it's war! Each player puts four
cards face down and turns up two of them. The player with the largest product wins the eight
cards.
4. Set up the timer and play the game for 10 to 15 minutes. When the bell goes off, each player
counts his cards. The player with the most cards wins. If one player runs out of cards before time
is up, then the other player wins.
5. Say no to boring "drill and kill". Get your game on! Multiplication Math War is an enjoyable way to
spend time with your child while strengthening their math skills

